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PROJECT BACKGROUND
The Seattle Department of Transportation’s (SDOT)
N 40th St and Bagley Ave N Improvements project will
repair sidewalks and install marked crosswalks, new
curb ramps, and pedestrian lighting, improving safety at
this intersection for people walking and biking. In 2016,
this project was one of 12 selected by the Levy to Move
Seattle Oversight Committee to be funded through
SDOT’s Neighborhood Street Fund (NSF) program. The
NSF program funds projects requested by the community.
In order to save money and reduce construction
impacts, this NSF project is partnering with a project to
repave N 40th St in a few years. The scope of the NSF
project elements will be finalized in 2017 and then
included in the repaving project. Design of the repaving
project (including the NSF elements) will take place in
2017 and 2018, with construction as soon as 2019.
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In the interim, on both the east and west sides of Bagley
Ave N, SDOT will install new marked crosswalks with
signs across N 40th St. A painted curb bulb will also be
installed on the southwest corner of the intersection.
These improvements will be made in late summer/
early fall 2017.

Looking west on N 40th St toward Bagley Ave N. Existing crossing
flags shown on east side of intersection.
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PROJECT ELEMENTS

■■Marked crosswalks
■■New curb ramps
■■Pedestrian lighting
■■Sidewalk repair
■■Consolidated bus stop
PROJECT BENEFITS

■■Safer, more comfortable crossings for people walking
and biking
Increased accessibility
Improved visibility of people walking and biking
Improved sidewalk conditions for people walking
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PROJECT INFORMATION AND CONTACT
www.seattle.gov/transportation/NSFN40andBagley.htm
NSFN40andBagley@seattle.gov | (206) 733-9361
NSF Outreach Lead: Kristin Anderson

LAKE UNION

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU!
The new curb bulbs initially proposed as part of the NSF
project will be constructed as part of N 40th St repaving.
This frees up some of the NSF funds for other
improvements in the area.

■■What other improvements would you like to see in this
area?

■■If additional improvements include sidewalk repairs
near this intersection, where should they be made?
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New curb ramps to be completed
with N 40th St repaving
Painted curb bulb with
flexible delineator posts
New marked crosswalks
Pedestrian scale lighting
Proposed consolidated bus stop
(approximate location)
Existing bus stop
Tentative sidewalk repair

SCHEDULE
2017–2018 Project design
2019 Construction with N 40th St repaving project

FUNDING
Funding comes from the 2015 voter-approved, nine-year Levy to Move
Seattle, which will improve safety for all travelers, maintain streets and
bridges, and invest in reliable, affordable travel options for a growing city.
The levy includes $24 million to continue the Neighborhood Street Fund
program over the nine years.

STAY INVOLVED!
We are committed to keeping you informed throughout the life of the project. Feel
free to contact us, and be on the lookout for more information.
Sign up to receive email updates: NSFN40andBagley@seattle.gov
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